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E C O N O M I C  O U T L O O K 

  For much of history our economy has been 

guided by “fundamentalists” who believe mar-

kets are self correcting and prefer self-

regulation. This explains why major reform is 

usually implemented after the “horse has left 

the barn.”  However, over the past 20 years it 

has become socially and politically unaccept-

able to allow business cycles to follow the 

natural process during economic declines. To 

“soften” the impact of contractions, monetary 

policy intervention was deployed so often that 

it became commonly known as the “Greenspan 

put.” The epitome of this period maybe tracked 

back to Bill Clintons’ now famous comment in 

the ‘92 presidential campaign, “It’s the econ-

omy stupid!” Inadvertently the consequences of 

“tinkering” with the business cycle and reduced 

regulation encouraged years of risk taking that 

has brought the financial system to the brink of 

collapse.  

 

  In testimony before Congress a few weeks ago 

Ben Bernanke, answering questions regarding 

the recent bailout of Bear Stearns, stated that 

“… a sudden, disorderly failure of Bear would 

have brought with it unpredictable, but severe, 

consequences for the functioning of the broader 

financial system.” Jim Bunning, Senator from 

Kentucky, asked the “$64,000 question,” “how 

is it that the failure of one investment bank 

could bring down the whole financial system?”  

 

 What Bernanke was thinking, but didn’t say, is  

that financial innovation, aided by low interest 

rates, low risk (Greenspan put) and lax regula-

tory oversight, created a highly leveraged 

worldwide matrix of complex derivatives and 

business models understood by very few.  

 

  The severity of the financial crisis can best be 

measured by the frequent and unprecedented 

actions of the Federal Reserve. In the past 8 

months the Fed has lowered the Fed Funds 

Rate 325 basis points (or 60%) to 2.0%, the larg-

est percentage move for an 8 month period in 

history. In addition to the “Discount Window”, 

the Fed’s main lending facility, the Fed recently 

initiated 3 new lending facilities, the TAF 

(Treasury Auction Facility), the TSLF (Treasury 

Secured Lending Facility) and the PDCF 

(primary dealer credit facility). With TAF and 

TSLF the Fed expands the collateral it accepts 

to include various types of consumer debt and 

mortgage backed securities, the same “dodgy” 

securities other financial firms don’t want. In 

addition, the identity of the commercial bank 

borrowing through the TAF or TSLF is no longer 

disclosed. These drastic measures are de-

signed to offset declining liquidity in the bank-

ing system caused by mounting losses. One 

commentator compared the Fed’s new plans “to 

swapping sows ears for silk purses.” The PDCF 

takes the Fed further into uncharted waters 

lending directly to Wall Street investment 

banks, which came one day too late for Bear 

Stearns. Through these new facilities the Fed  



has lent over $400 billion (50% of it’s assets) to 

the financial system yet has been unable to al-

leviate declining liquidity and rising borrowing 

costs. Despite it’s efforts the Fed has done little 

more than put many financial institutions on 

“life support.” Structured to provide short term 

loans to the banking system, the Fed doesn’t 

have the authority to replace lost capital. It’s a  

difficult problem to solve as the banking system 

has reported significant losses and many are in 

danger of falling below their reserve require-

ments. As the crisis worsens banks are protect-

ing capital by raising interest rates and lending 

standards while reducing or terminating credit 

to risky borrowers. Banks are required to main-

tain minimum net capital equal to 6% of their 

“book of business.” To meet net “Tier I” capital 

requirements and remain solvent, dozens of 

banks have been forced to sell stock and/or 

bonds, some more than once. However, new 

capital has been very expensive, for instance, 

Citigroup will pay 11% on $7.5b in convertible 

bonds sold to a fund run by the gov’t of Dubai. 

This compares to a 5% dividend paid to regular 

shareholders and the new convertible bonds 

will dilute existing shareholder equity by 20%. 

To attract new capital and remain solvent 

banks are paying dearly for new investors to 

the detriment of their existing shareholders. 

Raising new capital will continue for the fore-

seeable future as losses won’t be limited to 

“subprime mortgages.” Through the end of April 

Citigroup has raised $36b of new capital to re-

place $40b of reported losses. Citigroup will 

continue to raise new capital to cover losses  

which may eventually total more than $100b.  

   

  As severe as this seems it pales in comparison 

to the problems the banking system still faces. 

Even though major banks around the world have 

reported losses exceeding $300 billion the    

reconciliation period is still in the very early 

stages. The supersonic speed with which 

Bear Sterns imploded provides us with some 

inkling of what the Fed is up against. As was 

the case with Bear Sterns, the banking sys-

tem is dealing with losses magnified 20 to 30 

times by leverage and counter party risk. 

When Merrill Lynch reported a $7.5b loss in 

December they subsequently sold $168b of 

securities meaning that the original $7.5b 

was leveraged up more than 22 times. In 

fact, at the end of 2007 the five largest US 

investment banks controlled assets totaling 

$4t (that’s trillion) with net capital of $120b, 

that’s leverage of more than 33 times. To put 

that into perspective a loss of 3% wipes out 

net capital and means insolvency. One writer 

compared the investment banks leverage to 

“playing Russian Roulette with 5 bullets in a 

6 chamber revolver.” Investment banks are 

not regulated the same as commercial banks 

thus are not required to meet “Tier I” capital 

requirements. In fact the Fed, which regu-

lates margin requirements, actually con-

doned this level of risk. In the 4th quarter of 

2006 the Fed, with very little publicity, in-

creased the amount of leverage investment 

banks could deploy to 30 times net assets. If 

you recall, the markets rallied 10% in late 

2006, this was a direct result of the invest-

ment banks increasing leverage and adding 

$160b to the markets. So the Fed, foreseeing 

a slowing economy, encouraged the invest-

ment banks to take on more risk which di-

rectly supported stock prices. Aggressive 

Fed policy continues today through the 

PDCF, the most recent Fed lending facility. 

By taking ownership of $30b of Bear Stearns’ 

riskiest assets the Fed once again is sup-

porting the investment banks and the stock 

market but this time with taxpayer dollars.  



The amount of debt held by the investment 

banks is further complicated by complex deriva-

tive contracts which brings into question sig-

nificant counterparty risk. In fact, contrary to 

the official position, it was actually JP Morgan 

Chase that was bailed out by the Fed not Bear 

Stearns. JPM Chase holds about $9t (trillion) of 

Credit Default Swaps (CDS), an exotic deriva-

tives contact. Bear Stearns was the counter-

party on roughly $2.5t of these CDS and if al-

lowed to file bankruptcy could have resulted in 

roughly $50b in losses to JPM Chase forcing it 

into bankruptcy also. A CDS is a contract that 

provides insurance against default for corpo-

rate bond investors. CDS were originally de-

signed to provide banks with additional income 

as the corporate bonds they issued were gener-

ally high quality with extremely low default 

rates. Derivative contracts are tracked by the 

“Bank of International Settlement” (BIS) based 

in Switzerland but are unregulated by any finan-

cial authority. Without regulatory oversight, 

contract standardization  or required reserves, 

as in the insurance industry, trading derivative 

contracts requires each party to establish the 

credit worthiness of the counterparty. CDS are 

basically private contracts and are often hard 

to value so when a conflict arises a court of law 

usually is the only course of action. 

 

  The market for CDS has grown from less than 

$1t in 2000 to an astonishing $63t at the end of 

2007 more than 10 times larger than the corpo-

rate bond market they supposedly insure. The 

CDS market expanded rapidly as banks and 

hedge funds took advantage of lax regulatory 

oversight and increasingly created more CDS 

contracts without regard to the underlying 

bonds. Thus the derivatives market has devel-

oped into a “shadow banking system” that has 

significantly weakened the regulated banking 

system. Estimates by the “Bank of International 

Settlement” suggest that losses on CDS will ex-

ceed $1.2t, four times greater than bank losses 

to date. Former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan 

Greenspan, in a speech a few years ago, pre-

dicted that “derivative contracts would dis-

perse risk and lower borrowing costs,” instead 

they have exacerbated the debt crisis and con-

centrated risk.  

 

  With financial institutions facing combined 

losses of more than $2t (that’s trillion) eco-

nomic growth will most certainly slow if not in 

fact decline. The international banking system 

on average lends capital at a 15 –1 ratio, banks 

losses of more than $2t will reduce lending 

worldwide by roughly $30t. That compares to 

total annual world output (GDP) of roughly $45t. 

The US economy, more than any other, is heav-

ily dependent on trillions of dollars of new 

credit, this banking crisis will be the most sig-

nificant economic event in this country in a 

generation. To think this credit crisis will be 

short and/or shallow is extremely optimistic. 

Central Banks can control money supply but 

don’t control credit, that is entirely up to the 

lenders and the borrowers. Bankers have a bad 

habit of making economic cycles worse. They 

are notorious for lending people umbrellas 

when the sun is shining and asking for them 

back when rain starts to fall. This will be a slow 

motion train wreck, 20 years of failed monetary 

policy won’t be corrected in 6 months. The mar-

kets will eventually correct what monetary and 

fiscal policy failed to recognize, that is an econ-

omy simply can’t survive if it consumes more 

than it produces.  

 

Your comments are greatly appreciated, 
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